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Across 

3.    Once Upon a Honeymoon was nominated for  
       an Oscar for Best _____ .  
7.    Mr. O'Toole meets Katie while pretending to be  
       her______ .  
10.  Katie thinks the baron is saving countries, in  
       actual fact he is helping ______ to conquer  
       them.  
13.  Patrick O'Toole said, "Not so loud? I always talk  
       loud when I'm mad! You're lucky I don't jump  
       up and down! It's things like this that can  
       make a man a... a... a __________ !"  
15.  "My husband is a ____ . Every time we go to a  
       new country it falls," muses Katie.  
16.  This man who directed Once Upon a  
       Honeymoon, An Affair to Remember,  
       Indiscreet, and The Awful Truth (two words)  
17.  Kate marries Baron Von Luber, an Austrian who  
       is a ____ secret agent  
19.  Ms. Buttsmith was a ________ in a show off  
       Broadway before moving to Europe. "One, two,  
       three, zip."  
20.  The Baron and Katie were married in this  
       country  
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Down 

1.    Ginger Rogers also plays the part of Edwina  
       Fulton in this 1952 Cary Grant movie (2 wrds)  
2.    Because he was fully aware of American mania  
       for respectability, the Baron got his fiance and  
       himself separate ____________ on the train.  
4.    The question of top billing was resolved by  
       having half of the prints with Cary Grant listed  
       first, and the other half with _____________  
       listed first. (two words)  
5.    When ordering drinks, Katie orders brandy and  
       vodka because Pat convinces her that Vodka is  
       the Polish name for _____ .  
6.    Patrick explains that he has trouble with the  
       pronunciation of Katie Buttsmith's name by  
       comparing it to the words Connecticut and  
       ______ .  
8.    O'Toole works for the ________ News Service.  
9.    Katie O'Hara's family lives in this American city  
11.  Patrick and Katie meet in this city  
12.  "Look, Cumberland, I'm in Europe as a news  
       commentator, not a _______ . (two words)  
14.  Patrick hides a picture of the Baron that he  
       wants to sneak out of Katie's room in his _____  
       and when he sits down to admire her, it breaks.  
18.  Pat O'Toole's occupation 



 

 

 


